
ABOUT US
We publish every other Thursday, 25 times 
a year and circulate close to 2,100 papers 
to every household and business mailbox in 
town, many local businesses in Charlotte, 
Shelburne and Hinesburg and paid 
subscribers throughout the country.

YOUR VOICE, YOUR PAPER
In addition to our great staff, more than 
150 Charlotte writers and photographers 
voluntarily contribute stories to The 
Charlotte News each year. Charlotters drive 
the content by submitting commentaries, 
news tips, event write-ups and photos.  

IT DOESN’T GET MORE 
LOCAL THAN THIS
We are not run by an out-of-town 
conglomerate. The Charlotte News is 
your local, independent, nonprofit and 
nonpartisan news source. 

MISSION STATEMENT
To engage and inform Charlotte and nearby 
communities by:
• Publishing rigorous, in-depth reporting on 

town affairs.
• Providing a home for stories from our 

neighbors and friends.
• Reporting on how other towns have 

addressed challenges similar to our own.

EDITORIAL INDEPENDENCE
Our editor makes final decisions on 
the stories that are published in The 
Charlotte News. While we are funded by 
advertising revenue and donations, our 
news judgments are made in accordance 
with our mission and are independent of all 
sources of financial support.

CODE OF ETHICS
The News has adopted the Society of 
Professional Journalists (SPJ) Code 

of Ethics as the touchstone to guide 
newsroom practices. The SPJ Code of 
Ethics is built on four principles:

• seek truth and report it
• minimize harm
• act independently
• be accountable and transparent

DID YOU KNOW?
• The Charlotte News has been the 

community newspaper for 65 years.

• We are a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit organization 
run by our staff, volunteers and board of 
directors.

• Revenue sources:  
Advertising (50%), Donations (50%)

• Charlotte’s population: 3,816 
  Between the age of 35-59: 46%  

• Charlotte has the highest median 
household income in Vermont, at 
$109,886.

• Median household income by age:  
 25 to 44 years, $81,818  
 45 to 64 years, $141,250  
 65 years and over, $58,636

Economic data from the 2019 US Census

• Our weekly email newsletter reaches 
more than 900 subscribers.

• Monthly website visitors: 7,900

• Number of Facebook followers: 1,900

STAFF

BOARD MEMBERS
John Quinney  
President and Publisher

Margery McCracken, Treasurer

Susanne Davis, Secretary

Claudia Marshall, Ben Miller, Gay Regan, 
Bill Regan, Vince Crockenberg (emeritus), 
John Hammer (emeritus)
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Photo by Paul Lamontagne/
vtsportsimages.comFrom left, wide receivers and defensive backs Calvin Steele and Jack Sumner leap for joy with the scoreboard telling the story of CVU’s victory in Rutland on Saturday night.

CVU brings home first state football title
Scooter MacMillan

Editor

As the crowd straggled out of the Rutland High football stadium, reluctant for the celebration to end, one hushed voice could barely be heard through the dark beyond the lights and those still rejoicing: “Oh my gosh, they almost killed themselves with penalties.”
Indeed, if penalties were lethal, many of the Champlain Valley Union faithful might have met their demise on Saturday night. Instead, at the end they were thrumming with an energy that only comes from 

victory — state championship victory.After the final 2.5 seconds ticked off the clock, and Middlebury’s last gasp to snatch victory from CVU’s clutches bounced in the end zone, ensuring the Redhawks’ 24-19 win and the school’s first-ever state championship, team members ran and leaped with an uncontainable joy.
And then the hugging began.First it was players hugging players and players hugging coaches. Then, it was students, parents, family friends and people who just love CVU football embracing on 

see CHAMPS page 2

Scooter MacMillan
Editor

How do you like these apples? Going back to the contractors for a revised bid for building a Charlotte town garage proved to be fruitful — more than $839,000 fruitful.At the Oct. 10 meeting, the selectboard was very surprised and much more than a little disappointed that the only two bids to build the garage were for more than $3.8 million. The board’s displeasure was understandable considering $3 million was all voters had approved in the August vote.At its Oct. 24 meeting, the selectboard unanimously approved empowering town administrator Dean Bloch and chair Jim Faulkner to talk to the two bidding companies to see if they could rework those bids to bring the cost down.
One of the two companies which bid on the project — Farrington Construction of Shelburne — proved to be particularly amenable to working with the town to see what could be done to reduce the cost. 

Farrington’s revised budget for building the garage is just shy $2,958,000. The other company that submitted a bid, Naylor and Breen Builders of Brandon, would have charged $25,000 to look for ways to bring down its bid down, while Farrington didn’t charge anything. That fact went a long way toward swaying the selectboard for Farrington.
At a board meeting on Nov. 2, Farrington’s bid was approved by three votes, with Matt Krasnow absent and Faulkner abstaining because the motion designated that he will handle further negotiations with the company if needed.

“We haven’t jeopardized the project by any means at all. It’s still very functional. We just reduced some of the costs associated with it,” Faulkner said.Some of the largest reductions in cost came from switching from metal to wood trusses (approximately $300,000), excavating changes ($150,000) and changing an asphalt apron behind the building to gravel (almost $200,000).Everything was reconsidered and costs were cut throughout the plan, said Faulkner.The switch to wood trusses was a cost-based decision. Even with wood, the 150x60-foot building will still have a clear span, meaning there won’t be any supporting posts.
“You could drive around and do figure eights in the building if you wanted to,” he said.
Having an open area or clear span without supporting posts is how most town garages are built. The consensus opinion 

Garage cost revised to under $3 million

Scooter MacMillan
Editor

Supporters of proposed land-use regulation amendments appear to have done a good job of making the case for those changes.
Since two articles, intending to spur more and denser development in East Charlotte Village, were defeated about a year and half ago, many comments have been made saying the planning commission should have done a better job of communicating the intended purpose and effect of those proposed articles.

One of those most insistent that the messaging should have been clearer has been former long-time chair of the planning commission Peter Joslin, who has not been shy about admitting they should have done a better job of informing residents.This time the commission must have done better. 
In a change from Town Meeting Day 

voting in March 2021, on Tuesday voters approved all six articles amending land-use regulations by sizeable margins.Even the most controversial of these land-use amendments passed easily. Article 5, an amendment increasing the allowed size of accessory dwelling units, passed with almost 65 percent of the votes cast on this issue.
This change will mean the allowed size of an accessory dwelling unit will increase from 1,000 square feet or 30 percent of the square footage of the primary residence, whichever is larger, to 1,500 square feet or 30 percent of the square footage of the primary residence. This means every homeowner can build a second dwelling of at least 1,500 square feet no matter how small their primary dwelling — as long as they have sufficient water, sewage and property.

Planning commission chair Charlie Pughe doesn’t think these amendments will have a dramatic impact on Charlotte.

“The increase in the size of the accessory dwelling unit will allow some people to build a little bit bigger accessory dwelling unit than they might have done otherwise, but I don’t think it’s going to materially change the number of people who are going to build an accessory dwelling unit,” Pughe said.
Most of the rest of the amendments are clarifications of the land-use regulations, he said.
There are not that many accessory dwelling units in Charlotte now, Pughe said. It’s tricky to come up with an exact number, but he thinks there are probably around 50. He doesn’t see that number going up significantly.

The change will give homeowners more flexibility in utilizing their property. Because of the pandemic, more people are working from home and need more work space. Also, the accessory dwelling unit 

John Quinney
Publisher and President

I’ve lived in Charlotte for 28 years. For most of that time, I knew nothing about the people who got the local paper to our mailbox every couple of weeks.Now, as president and publisher, I have a whole new appreciation for the hard work and commitment of the team that produces and distributes The Charlotte News, to say nothing of the finesse needed to manage our constantly updated website and Facebook. And don’t forget about our weekly e-news blast (sign up at charlottenewsvt.org).I would like to introduce you to this talented team and invite you to donate now to keep this community, nonprofit paper going strong.
Make your tax-deductible gift on our website, charlottenewsvt.org.

Katherine Arthaud
Katherine is a United 

Church of Christ minister, 
currently serving in 
Fairfax. For many years 
she was a guardian ad 
litem in the Chittenden 
Family Court. 

She is an avid player 
of just about all racquet/paddle sports, has three dogs, loves Vermont and is part of a great book group here in Charlotte. She has three grown kids who grew up here. She also writes poetry and fiction, and much appreciates all who read her column in this paper. Katherine is a volunteer proofreader for the paper. 

Anna Cyr
Anna has been our 

production manager 
for six years and has 
worked in the newspaper 
business for 30 years. 
She started out in her 

Planning commission: Land-use amendments won’t make too dramatic changes in town

This team goes 
the distance. 
Won’t you do 
the same?

see GARAGE page 2

see LAND USE page 3
see TEAM page 3
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Scooter MacMillan
EDITOR At least 40 people participated in the inaugural Memorial Day celebration on the Charlotte Town Green. The names of 31 Charlotters who gave their lives for the United States during war were read aloud by town residents. After each name was read, there was a pause for reflection … In years past, members of the Charlotte Grange have celebrated Memorial Day by putting flags on the graves of town residents who have served in the country’s armed forces.

 “This year we wanted to do something more,” said Grange member Linda Hamilton. “We wanted to honor the soldiers who had some connection to Charlotte, who died in military service, and we wanted to remember them as individual people. They had names. We don’t know much about their lives, but we can imagine they were people just like us. They had families, they had friends, they had plans.”
 Jordan Paquette, a Charlotte fire fighter and a combat veteran in Iraq and Afghanistan, said, “It’s so important to remember, especially for our young folks, that everything we have today, everything is because someone said, ‘Yes, I’m going to stand up for what I believe in.’” The 31 people remembered at Charlotte’s Memorial Day commemoration were:• War of 1812 — Private Elisha Hill • U.S. Civil War — Private James Arnold Read, Private Oliver T. Archambault, 

Private Cassius Newell, Private Alonzo E. Root, Private Joseph Kehoe, Private George Doolittle Sherman, Private Henry Drum, Private Daniel S. Ball, 1st Sergeant Michael A. Kehoe, Private Fordyce N. Wheeler, Private Alfred Tatro, Private James Little, Private Thomas Young, Private William Clark Powell, Private James Abell, Private Daniel A. Scofield, Private Jacob Lacoy Jr., Private Moody Haskell, Private Frank Barslow and Private Freeman Mason• World War I — Private Joseph Harry Hanks, Private DeLial W. Magee and Private Julius S. Munnette• World War II — Private First Class William Arthur St. George, Private First Class Romeo Arthur Leclair, Private George Louis Sturgeon, Air Force Technician/5 Corporal Daniel P. Leonard and Marine Lieutenant Willard Holdredge• Viet Nam — Marine Sergeant Fred David St. George
• Iraq — Army Specialist, Vermont National Guard Alan Norman Bean Jr.• Many people from Charlotte served in the Revolutionary War but, Hamilton said, they don’t have good information on who they were.

 After the reading and quiet contemplation of these names, trumpeters Sarah Stein and Oliver Smith played “Taps.” Then those gathered gradually dispersed, returning to doing the kinds of activities that these fallen 31 Charlotters had helped ensure they would be able to do …

Remembering 

those who gave 

everything

Photos by Scooter MacMillan

Above: Sarah Stein and Oliver Smith closed Monday’s Memorial Day ceremony by playing “Taps.” 

Left: Jordan Paquette talks about the significance of Memorial Day.

More than 40 people showed up to the Charlotte Memorial Day commemoration on 

the Charlotte Town Green.

Scooter MacMillan
EDITOR(This story has been updated since it originally appeared online.)

 Although Charlotte Selectboard Chair Jim Faulkner broke three ribs when a large landscaping mower flipped over on him, the accident could have been much worse. Faulkner spent four nights in the hospital and is still in a good bit of pain, but he’s back at work, presiding at the May 23 selectboard meeting, albeit moving a bit carefully and trying not to laugh or cough because of the pain from the broken ribs. He was working alone when the mower started to slide, and he jumped off and into a ditch. The mower flipped over and landed on top of him.
 His whole body was covered by the mower, except for his head. “Fortunately, it didn’t hit me in the head, otherwise it would have been history,” Faulkner said.

 It was also fortunate that the mower flipped over, he said, so he didn’t end up on the side of the mower with the spinning blade. Although he was alive, it was still a scary situation. The sensor that cuts the mower off still had pressure on it because the mower was upside down resting on it. So, the mower was still running — until the motor flooded out and quit. Even after the mower stalled out, Faulkner’s ordeal was not over; he was pinned under it. At first, he was struggling to breathe, and it was a while before he could even move. It took a good deal of painful struggling to extricate himself and get himself to the hospital. “Pain almost becomes immaterial in situations like that. The mind just says, “You 

have some pain, buddy, but there’s a couple of more important things than the pain,” Faulkner said. “It’s an interesting concept.” Some members of selectboard had planned to hold a meeting with members from the energy committee to discuss the design of the new garage on May 18, but that meeting was cancelled because of Faulkner’s injuries.
Town garage meeting The rescheduled meeting was held on Friday, May 27. Jim Faulkner and Louise McCarren from the selectboard were joined by members of the energy committee and industry professionals who are helping Charlotte plan a less expensive and more energy efficient garage than the initial design.  That plan estimated the cost of building a new town garage would be about $3.5 million, selectboard chair Faulkner said. Adding septic and well would bring that cost up to around $3.7 million. A town garage is needed to replace the 

private garage where road commissioner Junior Lewis housed his road equipment before it burned down just before Christmas. Eyebrows shot up at the selectboard meeting when that estimate was announced and those eyebrows almost merged with hairlines when people heard how much Ferrisburgh and Hinesburg spent to build new garages several years ago.  Ferrisburgh’s garage cost about $1 million, a good deal of which reportedly was due to its construction being overseen by a town official who is also a general contractor. Hinesburg’s garage cost about $3 million, Faulkner said. Like so much else, construction materials, particularly steel, have gone way up in this post-pandemic world — if you can get them. There has been a suggestion that one way to bring down the cost of the initial design is to reduce the garage from six to four bays. 

Selectboard chair breaks ribs in mower accident

Jim Faulkner

see SELECTBOARD page 3

Charlotte looks for more affordable, energy efficient, aesthetically pleasing new town garage design
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Bee aware 
Courtesy photo

The	Quinlan	Covered	Bridge
	butterfly	garden	is	one	of	fiv

e	gardens	in	

the area that Julia Parker Dickerson, second from the right, has started 

and maintains through the help of donations. A group of volunteers, 

including Alex Bunten and Paula Joslin, showed up on Friday, April 15, 

to remove dead foliage while taking care not to disturb bees that might 

be nesting in the leaves.
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CHARLOTTE
Pansies for mothers
Sat. & Sun., May 7 & 8, 

8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Horsford Gardens and Nursery 

encourages you to visit on 

Mother’s Day weekend with Mom 

and take home a free pack of 

pansies. One per family while 

supplies last.

Warbler warm-up 
Sunday, May 8, 7-9 a.m.

Join a group of birders and 

identify warblers and other 

migrating birds in the area. Meet 

at the Watershed Center, Plank 

Road in Bristol. This event is put 

on by ottercreekaudubon.org. For 

more info, email ocasvt@gmail.

com.

Mother’s Day breakfast 

Sunday, May 8, 8-10 a.m.

Full breakfast with delicious 

choices for all tastes. Bring Mom 

or Grandma to this family event 

sponsored by the Vergennes 

Knights of Columbus. St. Peter’s 

Parish Hall welcomes all to this 

breakfast at 85 Maple St. in 

Vergennes. Take-out is available 

by calling 802-877-2367.

CHARLOTTE
Music for mothers 
Sunday, May 8, 2-2:30 p.m.

Classical pianist Annemieke 

McLane, from Sharon, will 

perform a free concert, Music 

With Mothers in Mind, at the 

Charlotte Congregational 

Church.	Donations	will	benefi
t	

Malayaka House, an organization 

supporting children in Uganda. 

For more info, see charlotteucc.

org.

Ukrainian desserts
Tuesday, May 10, 5:30-7 p.m.

Join anthropologist and cook, 

Anna Mays, as she introduces 

several dessert traditions from 

Ukraine in this free live webinar. 

Donations encouraged; proceeds 

go directly to World Central 

Kitchen. Participation instructions 

sent with registration; see 

education at citymarket.coop.

Plants for birds
Wednesday, May 11, 8-9 a.m.

Native plants in our gardens and 

lawn make a big difference for 

the	health	of	birds,	butterflie
s,	

bees and other insects. Horsford 

Gardens and Nursery hosts 

Gwendolyn Causer of Audubon 

Vermont for an educational 

outing for both gardeners and 

birders. Learn about what plants 

grow best in your area while 

benefitting	birds	and	providin
g	

habitat. Program is free; a portion 

of native plant sales goes to 

Audubon Vermont. Register at 

horsfordnursery.com.

Pet loss healing
Thursday, May 12, noon-1 p.m.

Homeward Bound, Addison 

County’s Humane Society, 

offers a presentation entitled, 

“Your healing journey from 

the loss of your beloved pet,” 

led by Don Glauber, certified	

bereavement companion. 

Share stories and support with 

others who grieve the loss of a 

beloved pet companion. Zoom 

seminar is free and open to 

the public. Pre-registration 

is required by emailing 
Hannah Manley at hmanley@

homewardboundanimals.org.

Dog obedience
Thursdays, May 12- June 16

This class is designed to provide 

enjoyment and interaction 

for both you and your pet. 

Experienced trainer Jim Warden 

leads the classes from 6-7 p.m. at 

Hinesburg Town Hall. He is known 

to have a special connection 

to the animals, even if they are 

challenging. Leave your dog home 

for	the	first	class.	Sign	up	at	

hinesburgvt.myrec.com.

Waterbury birding 
Friday, May 13, 7-9 a.m.

North Branch Nature Center 

in Montpelier leads a trip 

to Waterbury Reservoir, a 

location known for its birding 

opportunities. Appropriate 

for all birding abilities. Group 

meets onsite; dress for the 

weather and bring binoculars 

if you have them. To register 

for this free program, or for 

directions, please see calendar at 

northbranchnaturecenter.org.

All about lilacs
Saturday, May 14, 
10 a.m.-noon
Tour the lilac collection at the 

University of Vermont Horticulture 

Farm with caretaker Kitty 

Werner. Discuss varieties, when 

to plant, how to prune, as well 

as sun and soil requirements. 

Free program takes place at 65 

Green Mountain Drive in South 

Burlington. For more info, see 

fhfvt.org.

Big truck day
Saturday, May 14, 
10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Bring the family to a display of 

construction vehicles, tractors, 

fire	trucks	and	other	fascina
ting	

work vehicles behind Hinesburg 

Community School. Visitors are 

encouraged to touch and explore 

the vehicles. Enjoy a BBQ lunch, 

bake sale and music. All proceeds 

from entrance fees and food 

support the Hinesburg Nursery 

School. For more info, call 802-

482-3827.

Bella Voce chorus 
Saturday, May 14, 7:30 p.m.

A range of musical offerings, 

from Mozart to Eric Whitacre, 

are on the program of this local 

women’s chorus. This live event, 

Celebrating Spring, will be held at 

the College Street Congregational 

Church in Burlington. Proof of 

vaccination and masks are 

required. For more info, or to buy 

tickets, see bellavocevt.org.

Global Big Day 
Saturday, May 14
Keep track of birds in your area, 

for 10 minutes or 10 hours, 

between 12:01 a.m. to midnight 

on May 14. Birders from all 

countries submit sightings 

virtually through eBird, a free 

online data collection site. A 

free phone app is also available. 

Data gathered helps scientists 

understand bird population 

changes and migration patterns. 

Enter your lists by May 17 to be 

included in the 2022 count. For 

more info, see ebird.org.

Chainsaws for women 

Sunday, May 15, 
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
For those of you who would like 

a basic chainsaw safety and 

operation course for women only, 

this is for you. Held at the Merck 

Forest and Farmland Center in 

Rupert, the class goes over parts, 

maintenance, and safe use of 

a chainsaw in a comfortable, 

empowering setting. The class 

is organized by Game of Logging 

and requires participants to bring 

substantial personal protective 

equipment. For more info or to 

register see merckforest.org.

Community chorus 
Sunday, May 15, 3-4 p.m.

For	the	first	time	in	over	two	

years, the Middlebury College 

Community Chorus presents its 

annual concert. This year’s event 

celebrates the beauty of the 

earth and its people. The chorus 

brings together students, alumni, 

staff, faculty and community 

members for the joy of singing. 

This free event is at the Mahaney 

Arts Center on the Middlebury 

campus. For more info, call 802-

443-6433.

Sunset picnic
Thursday, May 19, 
6:30-8:30 p.m.
Join the Middlebury Area Land 

Trust (MALT) for a BYO picnic 

at Otter Creek Gorge Preserve 

on Morgan Horse Farm Rd. in 

Weybridge. There will be outdoor 

games,	a	campfire	and	live	b
anjo	

music. Bring blanket and picnic. 

Rain date is Thursday, May 26. 

For more info, call 802-388-1007.

Music in Richmond 
Thursday, May 19, 7 p.m.

Singer-songwriter and multi-

instrumentalist Maya de Vitry will 

perform onstage at the Richmond 

Congregational Church. Formerly 

a member of The Stray Birds, she 

brings her dynamic and powerful 

new album to listeners, thanks 

to Valley Stage Productions. 

Virginian indie folk singer Alexa 

Rose opens. Tickets for live or 

streaming performances are 

available at valleystage.net, or 

call 802-434-4563.

Find more events on 
The Charlotte News website

www.charlottenewsvt.org

EVENTS
continued from page 13
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Into The Woods

A beautiful, productive, 
diversified farm at the 

forefront of innovation and 
conversation around food

Philo Ridge Farm
2766 Mt. Philo Road

Charlotte, Vermont, 05445
www.philoridgefarm.com

(802) 539-2912

Ethan Tapper
Chittenden County Forester

Vermont’s forests tell a story of 
adaptation undertaken over massive 
expanses of time and across a dynamic 
landscape. Along this continuum of 
change, our flora and fauna have evolved 
and co-evolved, exploited niches, 
developed complex relationships with 
one another and with their environment 
— eventually becoming the species that 
comprise our modern-day forests. Over 
tens of thousands of years, these species 
have formed natural communities: 
ecosystems which are unique, resilient and 
biologically diverse.

In the last 300 years, Vermont’s forests 
have undergone a similarly remarkable 
transformation but in much less time. 
Over just a few centuries, many wildlife 
species have been lost from our forests, 
some of which have returned or been 
reintroduced and some of which have not. 
Nearly all our forests have been cleared, 
many maintained as agricultural land 
for a century or more. Vermont has lost 
huge amounts of forestland and continues 
to lose thousands of acres each year. 
Our remaining forests are increasingly 
fragmented by deforestation, roads and 
development and degraded by a variety 
of introduced stressors, including non-
native invasive plants and non-native 
pests and pathogens which have caused 
the loss or functional-loss of several 
important tree species. We are in the midst 
of a biodiversity crisis, species across the 
globe going extinct and racing towards 
extinction at an alarming rate. We are in 
the midst of a climate crisis, with a climate 
that has changed and is changing faster 
than ever.

When change occurs slowly and in small 
measures, ecosystems and species are able 
to adapt as they have for millennia. Today, 
this immense volume of changes and 
stressors — known collectively as global 
change — is occurring all at once and at 
an incredible rate. There is no going back, 
no returning to when Vermont was endless 
old growth forests, undammed streams and 
expansive networks of beaver wetlands. 
While mitigation — slowing these changes 
— is critical, the health and resilience 
of our forests will also depend on their 
adaptability.

Simply put, adaptability is the ability 
of a forest to adapt, to change. A key 
consideration in managing for adaptability 
is the recognition of uncertainty. We don’t 
know exactly how global change will 
manifest in the future, and so we need to 

ensure that our forests have the tools to 
adapt to a wide variety of potential future 
conditions. 

One of the key ingredients in 
adaptability is diversity. On a landscape 
in which forests are generally young and 
simple, managing for forests with lots of 
different tree species (“species diversity”) 
and different sizes and ages of trees 
(“structural diversity” or complexity), 
buffers forests from stressors which may 
affect a single species or a single size 
or age of tree, giving forests a range of 
potential adaptive pathways forward. Also 
critical is managing for diverse landscapes 
— with many different types of forests and 
other ecosystems. 

Forests are more than trees. Managing 
for adaptability includes helping all our 
native flora and fauna adapt to a changed 
and changing world. In addition to 
managing for diverse and complex forests, 
which will provide habitat and refugia 
for many species, we need to protect 
threatened species and unusual habitats 
and to take action to create important 
habitats that are underrepresented across 
our landscape. We also need to ensure that 
ecosystems are connected, so that species 
can move between them as they are faced 
with changes and challenges, and so that 
they can maintain the genetic diversity 
necessary to adapt. 

Another important part of managing 
for adaptability is addressing threats. 
Deforestation, forest fragmentation, non-
native invasive plants, animals, pests and 
pathogens and deer overpopulation all 
undermine forests’ ability to regenerate, to 
change, to become diverse and complex, 
thus threatening their adaptability. All of 
these threats are human-caused, and only 
we have the power to address them. 

How will we help forests adapt to an 
uncertain future? We are in uncharted 
waters, off the map and becoming more 
so each day. Responding to this moment 
will mean making uncomfortable decisions 
— doing things like managing forests, 
controlling invasive plants, changing our 
behavior in many ways. Adaptability is 
a quality that we will need to cultivate 
both in our forests and in ourselves. The 
choices we make, the way we change, will 
dictate the world that we give to future 
generations.

(Ethan Tapper is the Chittenden County 
Forester for the Vermont Department of 
Forests, Parks and Recreation. See what 
he’s been up to, check out his YouTube 
channel, sign up for his eNews and 
read articles he’s written at linktr.ee/
chittendencountyforester.)

Need to cultivate adaptability 
in forest and ourselves

Image by Joe from Pixabay,com
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Support local 
nonprofit reporting.

Scan this QR code with your 
phone camera and donate today.

Mission Statement
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“I’ve never seen the brooks as dry as 
I’ve seen them this year. There are islands 
growing up in the middle of brooks where 
you’ve never seen them before,” Owen said.

Driving along Route 100 between 
Waitsfield and Warren a couple of weeks 
ago, he said the Mad River looked so dry 
that he thought he might be able to walk 
across it in some places without getting his 
feet wet.

Owen said a lot of calls he’s gotten in 
Charlotte this year have been from the Mt. 
Philo area. A couple of other places where 
he’s been trucking lots of water include 
Lake Iroquois in Hinesburg and in Stowe.

Although there has been a good bit of 
rain recently, that doesn’t necessarily mean 
the calls for water will stop. There’s not a 
direct correlation between the water table 
and rainfall.

A hard rain with a lot of water often 
doesn’t do much to replenish the aquifer 
because it may run off and into streams 
without soaking into the ground. The best 
rainfall to help bring the water table back 
up is a slow rain that has time to seep in, he 
said.

And Owen said, it is hard to know if the 
water table will be replenished during the 
winter. If there’s a hard freeze, the rainfall 
won’t be getting into water table in areas 
where it’s low.

Christina Asquith and her family have 
lived in the Mt. Philo area for five years and 
didn’t have their well go dry until this year. 
Over the last year, they’ve had to have their 
well filled about six times.

Here again, it is hard to conclusively say 
the Asquith water woes are due to drought. 
A neighbor built an accessory dwelling unit 
with a well which may have tapped into the 
same aquifer their well was drawing from.

It could be a coincidence or it could be a 
combination of another well and a drought, 

but Asquith, who is on the development 
review board, would like the planning 
commission to consider the impact of 
accessory dwelling units on neighboring 
wells during its next stage of considering 
amendments to Charlotte’s land-use 
regulations, which will be developed during 
the winter for voters to approve in Town 
Meeting Day voting in March.

Asquith said she wasn’t sure how such an 
amendment might be crafted, but she would 
like to see the planning commission discuss 
it.

“People don’t know how it feels until 
they turn that tap on and nothing comes out. 
It is a real heart-stopping moment,” Asquith 
said.

“It’s not a minor inconvenience,” she 
continued, saying you can’t give your kids 
a bath, the dishes and laundry pile up, and 
you can’t even wash your hands.

“You just start to go a little crazy as a 
mom with three kids because everything 
gets backed up,” Asquith said.

She worries because she suspects lots of 
people in Charlotte might not have the $500 
needed to pay for refilling their well or a 
tank.

Selectboard member Matt Krasnow 
said he hadn’t heard from anyone besides 
Asquith who was having well issues this 
year, but he thinks it’s a habitual Charlotte 
problem.

His family was on a well when he was 
growing up, and they periodically had to 
have water delivered until they put in a 
cistern. He feels that usually solves the 
problem because the well replenishes the 
cistern when people aren’t using water, 
meaning there’s water to use when there’s 
high demand and low flow.

Krasnow said his sister who lives in the 
Mt. Philo area had water problems with 
a well that produces less than a gallon a 
minute, but after her family put in 1,000 
gallons worth of storage tanks, they haven’t 
had a problem.

One of the solutions Owen suggested 
people might try is hydrofracking, which 
involves injecting water into a drilled well 
at high pressure in hopes of widening 
fractures in the bedrock to increase water 
flow.

A lot of people have chosen 
hydrofracking and it has worked, but 
Krasnow thinks adding storage is usually 
an easier and cheaper solution. Although he 
has heard of wells out west going dry and 
staying dry, Krasnow said he hasn’t ever 
heard of any wells going completely dry 
and not replenishing in Charlotte.

Kiesha Richardson with Vermont Well 
& Pump in Hinesburg said requests for 
hydrofracking have gone way up since 
the pandemic. She thinks a combination 
of people staying home more and lots of 
people moving into the area has increased 
the demand for water.

Hydrofracking is not a sure fix for the 
problem. She said, like other companies, 
Vermont Well & Pump looks at all sorts of 
data like the depth of the water table and the 
proximity and flow rate of other wells in the 
vicinity, but still it’s a gamble. You don’t 
know for sure until you try.

A drilled well is pulling water from a 
few hundred feet down, so it takes a while 
for surface water to get that far. Ground 
water tends to move about a foot a day — 
either horizontally or vertically, said Scott 
Stewart, a hydrogeologist with the Agency 
of Natural Resources’ Department of 
Environmental Conservation.

“It takes days, months, years, hundreds of 
years for water to actually percolate into the 
bedrock in a lot of different areas,” Stewart 
said. In most areas it can take several years 
to reverse the impact of low rainfall.

Rick Kiah, a hydrologic technician in the 
New England Water Science Center, said for 
several years the Connecticut River Valley 
has been trending much below normal 
water levels, but that’s not necessarily a 
hydrologic drought.

There are three types of drought. A 
meteorologic drought is when rainfall 
is below normal for an extended time. 
When a meteorologic drought, or lack 
of precipitation, is severe enough it can 
become an agricultural drought, which is 
when the soil moisture drops alarmingly. 
When streamflow, surface water and 
groundwater are all reduced severely 
and long enough, then it is considered a 
hydrologic drought.

The USGS has test wells around the 
state where it monitors groundwater levels. 
The closest to this area is a test well in 
Milton that has been monitored since 1956. 
Although it wasn’t a long enough period to 
be considered a drought, from December 
to February last winter, that well tested the 
lowest it has ever tested.

The Milton well recovered during the 
spring, but it is dropping again. However, 
Kiah was not willing to attribute the low 
test well flow to evidence of climate change.

“Our most severe drought was in the 60s. 
Basically, that whole decade was in low 
conditions,” Kiah said. “Historically, things 
are cyclical.”

WATER 
continued from page 1

Photo by Sam Robinson

Sound effects artist Kohl Comtess 
watches actor David Rapp for a cue 
in the Valley Players’ production of 
The Great Gatsby: A Live Radio Play 
in Waitsfield. This Friday-Sunday, Oct. 
21-23 is the final weekend.
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 As the beauty of fall foliage is all 
around us and the mornings get chilly, 
many activities are blooming at the senior 
center for the final weeks of October. 
 There is an AARP Safe Drivers 
program, an Autumn Inspiration Coffee 
& Canvas workshop and a free evening 
introductory meditation class. 
 Starting in November, there will be 
a free Bone Builders exercise class that 
meets twice weekly, a presentation with 
poet and author Dan Close about Charlotte 
Park and Wildlife Refuge and a second 
session of evening Beginner Guitar.
 Interested in receiving a weekly 
reminder about what is happening at 
the senior center? Sign up for the email 
newsletters at charlotteseniorcentervt.
org. The “Week Ahead” email is sent out 
on Friday mornings with activities, lunch 
menus and special programming for the 
upcoming week. 

Artist reception
Join us for an artists’ reception 
on Friday, Nov. 4, 1-2:30 p.m. 
 The Friday morning arts group’s exhibit 
includes multiple artists with a variety 
of mediums. Meet the artists, view the 
exhibit and enjoy some light refreshments. 
The Friday morning arts group will be 
exhibiting through the end of November. 
This group meets on Friday mornings for 
coffee, conversation — and inspiration.

Presentations and programs

Learn to meditate
Tuesday, Oct. 25, 7-8 p.m.
 Interested in learning more about 
meditation? Then plan on attending this 
free introduction to meditation class. 
During these trying times everyone needs 
a place to go for quiet, peace, balance 
and understanding. Meditation can be 
that refuge in the storm of this world. 
During this class you will learn about what 
meditation is, you will be led through some 
simple relaxation, breathing techniques 
and then will experience guided meditation 
with eyes closed. There will be time for 
questions as well. No experience necessary 
and participants will be seated in chairs or 
on the floor, depending on your preference. 
Contact Charlie Nardozzi with any 
questions cnardozzi124@gmail.com.

AARP Smart Driver course
Wednesday, Oct. 26, 
10:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
 The AARP Smart Driver course is 
designed especially for drivers age 50 and 
older, will help with refreshing driving 
skills, and may even help save money 
on auto insurance. Members can take the 
course at a discounted rate. Please plan to 
bring lunch. Register early as class size is 
limited to 15. Checks should be made out 
to AARP. The cost is $25 or $20 for AARP 
members. Register by Friday, Oct. 21. 

Coffee & Canvas–Autumn Inspiration
Friday, Oct. 21, 10:30 a.m.–noon.
 Unlike traditional Paint & Sips, 
this “Coffee & Canvas” will allow for 
exploring and creating a unique painting. 
But don’t worry—there will be plenty of 
autumn inspiration from landscapes to still 
life objects from nature. No prior painting 
experience needed. All materials included. 
The cost is $25. Register by Wednesday, 
Oct. 19.

Guitar — Beginner II 
Wednesdays, Nov. 2, 9, 16, 30, 
Dec. 7 and 14, 7-8 p.m. 
 Interested in learning guitar? Join us 
for adult guitar lessons on Wednesday 

evenings at the senior center. This class is 
for those who have a basic understanding 
of beginner guitar and is a continuation of 
the fall beginner guitar six-week class.  If 
you have questions about whether this class 
would be appropriate for your specific skill 
level, please reach out to John Creech at 
sonjohncreech@gmail.com. Registration 
required by Monday, Oct. 31. The cost is 
$75 for the six-week session. 

Poetry about Charlotte Park and 
Wildlife Refuge
Thursday, Nov. 3, 1 p.m.
 Join Dan Close, poet and novelist and 
member of the Poetry Society of Vermont, 
Burlington Writers and Peace Corps 
Writers, as he presents his poetry about the 
Charlotte Park and Wildlife Refuge. The 
reading will be accompanied by slides of 
the wildlife refuge.

Shape-note singing 
Sunday, Nov. 6, 1-3 p.m. 
 Traditional a capella, four-part harmony 
sung for the joy of singing … not as a 
practice for performance. Search “sacred 
harp” on YouTube for examples, then 
come and sing with us. Introduction to 
shape notes and scales is recommended 
and offered 30 minutes before each first 
Sunday singing. Contact Kerry Cullinan at 
kclynxvt@gmail.com to schedule. There is 
no cost.

Exercise classes

Meditation 
Fridays, 8-9 a.m.
 Meditation is an easy-to-learn practice 
that reduces anxiety, stress, pain and 
depression. Charlie Nardozzi will lead 
the class in techniques to quiet the body 
and mind by doing simple breathing 
exercises and a seated, eyes-closed guided 
meditation. All are welcome, no experience 
necessary. The cost is $10 a class. No 
registration required.

Bone Builders
Starting Nov. 1, Tuesdays and Fridays, 
10:30-11:30 a.m. 
 RSVP Bone Builders, a program of 
United Way of Northwest Vermont, is a no-
impact, weight-training program designed 
to prevent and even reverse the negative 
effects of osteoporosis in older adults. Bone 
Builders consists of a warmup, balance 
exercises, arm and leg exercises, and a 
cool down with stretching. No cost or 
pre-registration required, but there will be 
paperwork to complete for the RSVP Bone 
Builders program.
 The senior center offers daily exercise 
programs for a wide range of fitness and 
activity levels. A complete list of exercise 
programs and class descriptions is on the 
website charlotteseniorcentervt.org. 

Meals

Menus are posted on the website: 
charlotteseniorcentervt.org.

Monday Lunches
 Served weekly. Lunch is served 11:30 
a.m.-12:30 p.m. or until the food runs out. 
No registration required. Suggested lunch 
donation $5.

Weekly Age Well Grab & Go meals
 Pick up on Thursdays 10-11 a.m. at the 
Charlotte Senior Center. October menus 
are posted on the Charlotte Senior Center 
website at charlotteseniorcentervt.org. 
Registration is required by Monday for 
the Thursday meal. To register, contact 
Kerrie Pughe at 802-425-6345 at kpughe@
charlotteseniorcentervt.org. Suggested 
meal donation is $5. *Please note, as of 
Oct. 1, all current participants will need to 
complete an Age Well Congregate Meal 
Registration Form for Age Well’s 2023 
fiscal year. There will be copies available 
at the Senior Center and on the Age Well 
website at agewellvt.org.

Senior Center contact info
Lori York, director, lyork@
CharlotteSeniorCenterVT.org
Kerrie Pughe, coordinator, kpughe@
CharlotteSeniorCenterVT.org
212 Ferry Road, Charlotte
802-425-6345    
charlotteseniorcentervt.org

Follow the senior center on Facebook or 
Instagram at charlotteseniorcentervt.

As seasonal chill sets in, activities blooming

Photo by Janet Yantachka

On a fall hike at Sucker Brook Trail to 5 Tree Hill in Williston are, from left, Lorraine 
Koffman, Lynne Hale, Alison Williams, Maureen O’Brien, Barbara Motyka, Marjorie 
London, Penny Burman and Mike Yantachka.

Lori York
DIRECTOR

Senior Center News

Photo by Arthur Hynes
Charlie Nardozzi meditating.

Photo by Lori York 
An artist reception at the Senior Art Show.
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DON’T
HIBERNATE.
BUTTON UP.

sponsored by Efficiency Vermont

There’s no need to sleep away the winter. 
Button up your home with up to 75% off 
weatherization project costs.* You’ll stay 
warm and cozy – save money, too. 

Join us virtually for Weatherization Wednesdays 
throughout October to learn more!

ButtonUpVermont.org

*subject to eligibility and availability

Deborah J. Benoit
University of Vermont Extension

 There’s an old saying, “Good things 
come in small packages.” That’s 
certainly true of the tiny flowers that 
bloom in the spring. And fall is the 
perfect time to plant these bulbs. 
 We’re all familiar with the drifts of 
daffodils and tulips that brighten the 
view at winter’s end, but have you 
considered the supporting players in that 
panorama? Crocus probably comes to 
mind, but there are many other options 
for spring flowers that grow a mere 3-6 
inches tall. 
 Among the first to bloom in the 
spring, snowdrops (Galanthus nivalis) 
live up to their name. These tiny white 
flowers with their drooping heads push 
through frozen ground as ice and snow 
begin their retreat. Snowdrops make a 
lovely show, particularly if planted in 
drifts. 
 Glory-of-the-snow (Chionodoxa) can 
often be seen as a flash of blue among 
the dull post-winter landscape, but they 
also are available in white and pink. 
They may be small, but mass planting 
makes quite an impact. 
 If you’re partial to blue, Iris reticulata, 
a dwarf iris, sports petite blue flowers 
with white and yellow markings. Grape 
hyacinth (Muscari) offers clusters of 
cobalt blue flowers atop its stem. Either 
will create a vibrant contrast when 
planted among bright yellow daffodils 
or a peaceful mood when combined with 
white tulips. 
 Another interesting spring bloomer is 
winter aconite (Eranthis hyemalis). This 
relative of the common buttercup is low 
growing with bright yellow flowers and 
forms mounded clumps. 
 And, of course, there are crocuses 
(Crocus vernus). These ever-popular 
spring-blooming bulbs can be found 
not only at garden centers but in 
grocery stores and other local retailers 
throughout the fall season. They come 
in a variety of colors, including white, 
yellow and purple. 

 The method you choose for planting 
will depend on the result you’re looking 
for. For individual placement, dig a hole 
3-4 inches deep (see package directions 
for the specific bulb), place the bulb 
pointed end up and cover with soil. If 
you plan to line a path or walkway, you 
may find it simpler to dig a shallow 
trench that deep, scatter the bulbs in the 
trench, cover with soil and water the 
area. 
 If you’re planning to plant a larger 
area or a combination of bulbs such as 
daffodils and glory-of-the-snow, dig out 
the area you intend to plant to the depth 
needed for the largest bulb. Place those 
bulbs either individually where you’d 
like them to grow or, easier still, scatter 
the bulbs for a more natural look. Next, 
cover the larger bulbs with soil to the 
depth of the next smaller bulb. 
 For example, if you planted your 
larger bulbs (such as tulips) at 6 inches 
deep, you would cover them with soil 
until the planting area is at the depth 
for planting the smaller bulbs (such as 
crocus), approximately 3 inches deep. 
Again, place the bulbs individually or 
scatter them across the area. Then cover 
the bulbs with soil to reach the level of 
the surrounding ground and water the 
area. 
 Where to plant? Choose an area that 
will provide adequate sun, such as under 
deciduous trees or bushes that may 
provide full sun before they have leafed 
out in the spring. Soil should be moist 
and drain well. If too wet, the bulbs may 
rot. 
 When to plant? Now is the time. 
Even though most plants in the garden 
are fading and the air is chilly, as long 
as you can dig in the soil, you can plant 
spring-blooming bulbs. So, go for it.
 Select your favorites and get them in 
the garden. When spring arrives, you’ll 
be glad you did.
 (Deborah J. Benoit is a University 
of Vermont Extension master gardener 
from North Adams, Mass., who is part of 
Vermont’s Bennington County Chapter.)

Photos by Deborah J. Benoit
Snowdrops with their tiny white drooping heads are among the first flowers to bloom 
in the spring, often pushing up through ice and snow to emerge in the sunlight. 

Spring-blooming miniatures brighten winter’s end 
Gardening

Crocus and glory-of-the-snow (Chionodoxa) bulbs are among the many spring-
blooming miniature bulbs available for purchase at garden centers and other local 
retailers in the fall.
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scatter them across the area. Then cover 
the bulbs with soil to reach the level of 
the surrounding ground and water the 
area. 
 Where to plant? Choose an area that 
will provide adequate sun, such as under 
deciduous trees or bushes that may 
provide full sun before they have leafed 
out in the spring. Soil should be moist 
and drain well. If too wet, the bulbs may 
rot. 
 When to plant? Now is the time. 
Even though most plants in the garden 
are fading and the air is chilly, as long 
as you can dig in the soil, you can plant 
spring-blooming bulbs. So, go for it.
 Select your favorites and get them in 
the garden. When spring arrives, you’ll 
be glad you did.
 (Deborah J. Benoit is a University 
of Vermont Extension master gardener 
from North Adams, Mass., who is part of 
Vermont’s Bennington County Chapter.)

Photos by Deborah J. Benoit
Snowdrops with their tiny white drooping heads are among the first flowers to bloom 
in the spring, often pushing up through ice and snow to emerge in the sunlight. 

Spring-blooming miniatures brighten winter’s end 
Gardening

Crocus and glory-of-the-snow (Chionodoxa) bulbs are among the many spring-
blooming miniature bulbs available for purchase at garden centers and other local 
retailers in the fall.
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Into The Woods

A beautiful, productive, 
diversified farm at the 

forefront of innovation and 
conversation around food

Philo Ridge Farm
2766 Mt. Philo Road

Charlotte, Vermont, 05445
www.philoridgefarm.com

(802) 539-2912

Ethan Tapper
Chittenden County Forester

Vermont’s forests tell a story of 
adaptation undertaken over massive 
expanses of time and across a dynamic 
landscape. Along this continuum of 
change, our flora and fauna have evolved 
and co-evolved, exploited niches, 
developed complex relationships with 
one another and with their environment 
— eventually becoming the species that 
comprise our modern-day forests. Over 
tens of thousands of years, these species 
have formed natural communities: 
ecosystems which are unique, resilient and 
biologically diverse.

In the last 300 years, Vermont’s forests 
have undergone a similarly remarkable 
transformation but in much less time. 
Over just a few centuries, many wildlife 
species have been lost from our forests, 
some of which have returned or been 
reintroduced and some of which have not. 
Nearly all our forests have been cleared, 
many maintained as agricultural land 
for a century or more. Vermont has lost 
huge amounts of forestland and continues 
to lose thousands of acres each year. 
Our remaining forests are increasingly 
fragmented by deforestation, roads and 
development and degraded by a variety 
of introduced stressors, including non-
native invasive plants and non-native 
pests and pathogens which have caused 
the loss or functional-loss of several 
important tree species. We are in the midst 
of a biodiversity crisis, species across the 
globe going extinct and racing towards 
extinction at an alarming rate. We are in 
the midst of a climate crisis, with a climate 
that has changed and is changing faster 
than ever.

When change occurs slowly and in small 
measures, ecosystems and species are able 
to adapt as they have for millennia. Today, 
this immense volume of changes and 
stressors — known collectively as global 
change — is occurring all at once and at 
an incredible rate. There is no going back, 
no returning to when Vermont was endless 
old growth forests, undammed streams and 
expansive networks of beaver wetlands. 
While mitigation — slowing these changes 
— is critical, the health and resilience 
of our forests will also depend on their 
adaptability.

Simply put, adaptability is the ability 
of a forest to adapt, to change. A key 
consideration in managing for adaptability 
is the recognition of uncertainty. We don’t 
know exactly how global change will 
manifest in the future, and so we need to 

ensure that our forests have the tools to 
adapt to a wide variety of potential future 
conditions. 

One of the key ingredients in 
adaptability is diversity. On a landscape 
in which forests are generally young and 
simple, managing for forests with lots of 
different tree species (“species diversity”) 
and different sizes and ages of trees 
(“structural diversity” or complexity), 
buffers forests from stressors which may 
affect a single species or a single size 
or age of tree, giving forests a range of 
potential adaptive pathways forward. Also 
critical is managing for diverse landscapes 
— with many different types of forests and 
other ecosystems. 

Forests are more than trees. Managing 
for adaptability includes helping all our 
native flora and fauna adapt to a changed 
and changing world. In addition to 
managing for diverse and complex forests, 
which will provide habitat and refugia 
for many species, we need to protect 
threatened species and unusual habitats 
and to take action to create important 
habitats that are underrepresented across 
our landscape. We also need to ensure that 
ecosystems are connected, so that species 
can move between them as they are faced 
with changes and challenges, and so that 
they can maintain the genetic diversity 
necessary to adapt. 

Another important part of managing 
for adaptability is addressing threats. 
Deforestation, forest fragmentation, non-
native invasive plants, animals, pests and 
pathogens and deer overpopulation all 
undermine forests’ ability to regenerate, to 
change, to become diverse and complex, 
thus threatening their adaptability. All of 
these threats are human-caused, and only 
we have the power to address them. 

How will we help forests adapt to an 
uncertain future? We are in uncharted 
waters, off the map and becoming more 
so each day. Responding to this moment 
will mean making uncomfortable decisions 
— doing things like managing forests, 
controlling invasive plants, changing our 
behavior in many ways. Adaptability is 
a quality that we will need to cultivate 
both in our forests and in ourselves. The 
choices we make, the way we change, will 
dictate the world that we give to future 
generations.

(Ethan Tapper is the Chittenden County 
Forester for the Vermont Department of 
Forests, Parks and Recreation. See what 
he’s been up to, check out his YouTube 
channel, sign up for his eNews and 
read articles he’s written at linktr.ee/
chittendencountyforester.)

Need to cultivate adaptability 
in forest and ourselves

Image by Joe from Pixabay,com
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Support local 
nonprofit reporting.

Scan this QR code with your 
phone camera and donate today.
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“I’ve never seen the brooks as dry as 
I’ve seen them this year. There are islands 
growing up in the middle of brooks where 
you’ve never seen them before,” Owen said.

Driving along Route 100 between 
Waitsfield and Warren a couple of weeks 
ago, he said the Mad River looked so dry 
that he thought he might be able to walk 
across it in some places without getting his 
feet wet.

Owen said a lot of calls he’s gotten in 
Charlotte this year have been from the Mt. 
Philo area. A couple of other places where 
he’s been trucking lots of water include 
Lake Iroquois in Hinesburg and in Stowe.

Although there has been a good bit of 
rain recently, that doesn’t necessarily mean 
the calls for water will stop. There’s not a 
direct correlation between the water table 
and rainfall.

A hard rain with a lot of water often 
doesn’t do much to replenish the aquifer 
because it may run off and into streams 
without soaking into the ground. The best 
rainfall to help bring the water table back 
up is a slow rain that has time to seep in, he 
said.

And Owen said, it is hard to know if the 
water table will be replenished during the 
winter. If there’s a hard freeze, the rainfall 
won’t be getting into water table in areas 
where it’s low.

Christina Asquith and her family have 
lived in the Mt. Philo area for five years and 
didn’t have their well go dry until this year. 
Over the last year, they’ve had to have their 
well filled about six times.

Here again, it is hard to conclusively say 
the Asquith water woes are due to drought. 
A neighbor built an accessory dwelling unit 
with a well which may have tapped into the 
same aquifer their well was drawing from.

It could be a coincidence or it could be a 
combination of another well and a drought, 

but Asquith, who is on the development 
review board, would like the planning 
commission to consider the impact of 
accessory dwelling units on neighboring 
wells during its next stage of considering 
amendments to Charlotte’s land-use 
regulations, which will be developed during 
the winter for voters to approve in Town 
Meeting Day voting in March.

Asquith said she wasn’t sure how such an 
amendment might be crafted, but she would 
like to see the planning commission discuss 
it.

“People don’t know how it feels until 
they turn that tap on and nothing comes out. 
It is a real heart-stopping moment,” Asquith 
said.

“It’s not a minor inconvenience,” she 
continued, saying you can’t give your kids 
a bath, the dishes and laundry pile up, and 
you can’t even wash your hands.

“You just start to go a little crazy as a 
mom with three kids because everything 
gets backed up,” Asquith said.

She worries because she suspects lots of 
people in Charlotte might not have the $500 
needed to pay for refilling their well or a 
tank.

Selectboard member Matt Krasnow 
said he hadn’t heard from anyone besides 
Asquith who was having well issues this 
year, but he thinks it’s a habitual Charlotte 
problem.

His family was on a well when he was 
growing up, and they periodically had to 
have water delivered until they put in a 
cistern. He feels that usually solves the 
problem because the well replenishes the 
cistern when people aren’t using water, 
meaning there’s water to use when there’s 
high demand and low flow.

Krasnow said his sister who lives in the 
Mt. Philo area had water problems with 
a well that produces less than a gallon a 
minute, but after her family put in 1,000 
gallons worth of storage tanks, they haven’t 
had a problem.

One of the solutions Owen suggested 
people might try is hydrofracking, which 
involves injecting water into a drilled well 
at high pressure in hopes of widening 
fractures in the bedrock to increase water 
flow.

A lot of people have chosen 
hydrofracking and it has worked, but 
Krasnow thinks adding storage is usually 
an easier and cheaper solution. Although he 
has heard of wells out west going dry and 
staying dry, Krasnow said he hasn’t ever 
heard of any wells going completely dry 
and not replenishing in Charlotte.

Kiesha Richardson with Vermont Well 
& Pump in Hinesburg said requests for 
hydrofracking have gone way up since 
the pandemic. She thinks a combination 
of people staying home more and lots of 
people moving into the area has increased 
the demand for water.

Hydrofracking is not a sure fix for the 
problem. She said, like other companies, 
Vermont Well & Pump looks at all sorts of 
data like the depth of the water table and the 
proximity and flow rate of other wells in the 
vicinity, but still it’s a gamble. You don’t 
know for sure until you try.

A drilled well is pulling water from a 
few hundred feet down, so it takes a while 
for surface water to get that far. Ground 
water tends to move about a foot a day — 
either horizontally or vertically, said Scott 
Stewart, a hydrogeologist with the Agency 
of Natural Resources’ Department of 
Environmental Conservation.

“It takes days, months, years, hundreds of 
years for water to actually percolate into the 
bedrock in a lot of different areas,” Stewart 
said. In most areas it can take several years 
to reverse the impact of low rainfall.

Rick Kiah, a hydrologic technician in the 
New England Water Science Center, said for 
several years the Connecticut River Valley 
has been trending much below normal 
water levels, but that’s not necessarily a 
hydrologic drought.

There are three types of drought. A 
meteorologic drought is when rainfall 
is below normal for an extended time. 
When a meteorologic drought, or lack 
of precipitation, is severe enough it can 
become an agricultural drought, which is 
when the soil moisture drops alarmingly. 
When streamflow, surface water and 
groundwater are all reduced severely 
and long enough, then it is considered a 
hydrologic drought.

The USGS has test wells around the 
state where it monitors groundwater levels. 
The closest to this area is a test well in 
Milton that has been monitored since 1956. 
Although it wasn’t a long enough period to 
be considered a drought, from December 
to February last winter, that well tested the 
lowest it has ever tested.

The Milton well recovered during the 
spring, but it is dropping again. However, 
Kiah was not willing to attribute the low 
test well flow to evidence of climate change.

“Our most severe drought was in the 60s. 
Basically, that whole decade was in low 
conditions,” Kiah said. “Historically, things 
are cyclical.”

WATER 
continued from page 1

Photo by Sam Robinson

Sound effects artist Kohl Comtess 
watches actor David Rapp for a cue 
in the Valley Players’ production of 
The Great Gatsby: A Live Radio Play 
in Waitsfield. This Friday-Sunday, Oct. 
21-23 is the final weekend.
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 As the beauty of fall foliage is all 
around us and the mornings get chilly, 
many activities are blooming at the senior 
center for the final weeks of October. 
 There is an AARP Safe Drivers 
program, an Autumn Inspiration Coffee 
& Canvas workshop and a free evening 
introductory meditation class. 
 Starting in November, there will be 
a free Bone Builders exercise class that 
meets twice weekly, a presentation with 
poet and author Dan Close about Charlotte 
Park and Wildlife Refuge and a second 
session of evening Beginner Guitar.
 Interested in receiving a weekly 
reminder about what is happening at 
the senior center? Sign up for the email 
newsletters at charlotteseniorcentervt.
org. The “Week Ahead” email is sent out 
on Friday mornings with activities, lunch 
menus and special programming for the 
upcoming week. 

Artist reception
Join us for an artists’ reception 
on Friday, Nov. 4, 1-2:30 p.m. 
 The Friday morning arts group’s exhibit 
includes multiple artists with a variety 
of mediums. Meet the artists, view the 
exhibit and enjoy some light refreshments. 
The Friday morning arts group will be 
exhibiting through the end of November. 
This group meets on Friday mornings for 
coffee, conversation — and inspiration.

Presentations and programs

Learn to meditate
Tuesday, Oct. 25, 7-8 p.m.
 Interested in learning more about 
meditation? Then plan on attending this 
free introduction to meditation class. 
During these trying times everyone needs 
a place to go for quiet, peace, balance 
and understanding. Meditation can be 
that refuge in the storm of this world. 
During this class you will learn about what 
meditation is, you will be led through some 
simple relaxation, breathing techniques 
and then will experience guided meditation 
with eyes closed. There will be time for 
questions as well. No experience necessary 
and participants will be seated in chairs or 
on the floor, depending on your preference. 
Contact Charlie Nardozzi with any 
questions cnardozzi124@gmail.com.

AARP Smart Driver course
Wednesday, Oct. 26, 
10:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
 The AARP Smart Driver course is 
designed especially for drivers age 50 and 
older, will help with refreshing driving 
skills, and may even help save money 
on auto insurance. Members can take the 
course at a discounted rate. Please plan to 
bring lunch. Register early as class size is 
limited to 15. Checks should be made out 
to AARP. The cost is $25 or $20 for AARP 
members. Register by Friday, Oct. 21. 

Coffee & Canvas–Autumn Inspiration
Friday, Oct. 21, 10:30 a.m.–noon.
 Unlike traditional Paint & Sips, 
this “Coffee & Canvas” will allow for 
exploring and creating a unique painting. 
But don’t worry—there will be plenty of 
autumn inspiration from landscapes to still 
life objects from nature. No prior painting 
experience needed. All materials included. 
The cost is $25. Register by Wednesday, 
Oct. 19.

Guitar — Beginner II 
Wednesdays, Nov. 2, 9, 16, 30, 
Dec. 7 and 14, 7-8 p.m. 
 Interested in learning guitar? Join us 
for adult guitar lessons on Wednesday 

evenings at the senior center. This class is 
for those who have a basic understanding 
of beginner guitar and is a continuation of 
the fall beginner guitar six-week class.  If 
you have questions about whether this class 
would be appropriate for your specific skill 
level, please reach out to John Creech at 
sonjohncreech@gmail.com. Registration 
required by Monday, Oct. 31. The cost is 
$75 for the six-week session. 

Poetry about Charlotte Park and 
Wildlife Refuge
Thursday, Nov. 3, 1 p.m.
 Join Dan Close, poet and novelist and 
member of the Poetry Society of Vermont, 
Burlington Writers and Peace Corps 
Writers, as he presents his poetry about the 
Charlotte Park and Wildlife Refuge. The 
reading will be accompanied by slides of 
the wildlife refuge.

Shape-note singing 
Sunday, Nov. 6, 1-3 p.m. 
 Traditional a capella, four-part harmony 
sung for the joy of singing … not as a 
practice for performance. Search “sacred 
harp” on YouTube for examples, then 
come and sing with us. Introduction to 
shape notes and scales is recommended 
and offered 30 minutes before each first 
Sunday singing. Contact Kerry Cullinan at 
kclynxvt@gmail.com to schedule. There is 
no cost.

Exercise classes

Meditation 
Fridays, 8-9 a.m.
 Meditation is an easy-to-learn practice 
that reduces anxiety, stress, pain and 
depression. Charlie Nardozzi will lead 
the class in techniques to quiet the body 
and mind by doing simple breathing 
exercises and a seated, eyes-closed guided 
meditation. All are welcome, no experience 
necessary. The cost is $10 a class. No 
registration required.

Bone Builders
Starting Nov. 1, Tuesdays and Fridays, 
10:30-11:30 a.m. 
 RSVP Bone Builders, a program of 
United Way of Northwest Vermont, is a no-
impact, weight-training program designed 
to prevent and even reverse the negative 
effects of osteoporosis in older adults. Bone 
Builders consists of a warmup, balance 
exercises, arm and leg exercises, and a 
cool down with stretching. No cost or 
pre-registration required, but there will be 
paperwork to complete for the RSVP Bone 
Builders program.
 The senior center offers daily exercise 
programs for a wide range of fitness and 
activity levels. A complete list of exercise 
programs and class descriptions is on the 
website charlotteseniorcentervt.org. 

Meals

Menus are posted on the website: 
charlotteseniorcentervt.org.

Monday Lunches
 Served weekly. Lunch is served 11:30 
a.m.-12:30 p.m. or until the food runs out. 
No registration required. Suggested lunch 
donation $5.

Weekly Age Well Grab & Go meals
 Pick up on Thursdays 10-11 a.m. at the 
Charlotte Senior Center. October menus 
are posted on the Charlotte Senior Center 
website at charlotteseniorcentervt.org. 
Registration is required by Monday for 
the Thursday meal. To register, contact 
Kerrie Pughe at 802-425-6345 at kpughe@
charlotteseniorcentervt.org. Suggested 
meal donation is $5. *Please note, as of 
Oct. 1, all current participants will need to 
complete an Age Well Congregate Meal 
Registration Form for Age Well’s 2023 
fiscal year. There will be copies available 
at the Senior Center and on the Age Well 
website at agewellvt.org.

Senior Center contact info
Lori York, director, lyork@
CharlotteSeniorCenterVT.org
Kerrie Pughe, coordinator, kpughe@
CharlotteSeniorCenterVT.org
212 Ferry Road, Charlotte
802-425-6345    
charlotteseniorcentervt.org

Follow the senior center on Facebook or 
Instagram at charlotteseniorcentervt.

As seasonal chill sets in, activities blooming

Photo by Janet Yantachka

On a fall hike at Sucker Brook Trail to 5 Tree Hill in Williston are, from left, Lorraine 
Koffman, Lynne Hale, Alison Williams, Maureen O’Brien, Barbara Motyka, Marjorie 
London, Penny Burman and Mike Yantachka.

Lori York
DIRECTOR

Senior Center News

Photo by Arthur Hynes
Charlie Nardozzi meditating.

Photo by Lori York 
An artist reception at the Senior Art Show.
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Photo by Lee Krohn
 Sam Smith with the “running of the 

sheep” to their next pasture area.
Photographer Lee Krohn said, 

“It was so amusing how they ran 
right along and did not need any 
sheepherding to keep them headed 
the right way.”
 The Smiths live off Greenbush Road 
and have been practicing rotational 
grazing on their land neighboring 
Ten Stones in a mutually beneficial 
arrangement.
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Photo by Eric TeedWildlife technician Cody Sears, Adirondack Center for Loon Conservation director of philanthropy Susan Harry and volunteer Kevin Boyle pull and push a canoe with five rescued loons in bins off the ice near Diamond Island.  See the full story on page 6
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Photo by Paul Lamontagne/
vtsportsimages.com

From left, wide receivers and 

defensive backs Calvin Steele and 

Jack Sumner leap for joy with the 

scoreboard telling the story of CVU’s 

victory in Rutland on Saturday night.

CVU brings home first state football title

Scooter MacMillan
Editor

As the crowd straggled out of the 

Rutland High football stadium, reluctant 

for the celebration to end, one hushed 

voice could barely be heard through the 

dark beyond the lights and those still 

rejoicing: “Oh my gosh, they almost killed 

themselves with penalties.”
Indeed, if penalties were lethal, many of 

the Champlain Valley Union faithful might 

have met their demise on Saturday night. 

Instead, at the end they were thrumming 

with an energy that only comes from 

victory — state championship victory.

After the final 2.5 seconds ticked off the 

clock, and Middlebury’s last gasp to snatch 

victory from CVU’s clutches bounced 

in the end zone, ensuring the Redhawks’ 

24-19 win and the school’s first-ever state 

championship, team members ran and leaped 

with an uncontainable joy.
And then the hugging began.

First it was players hugging players and 

players hugging coaches. Then, it was 

students, parents, family friends and people 

who just love CVU football embracing on 

see CHAMPS page 2

Scooter MacMillan
Editor

How do you like these apples? Going 

back to the contractors for a revised bid for 

building a Charlotte town garage proved to 

be fruitful — more than $839,000 fruitful.

At the Oct. 10 meeting, the selectboard 

was very surprised and much more than a 

little disappointed that the only two bids 

to build the garage were for more than 

$3.8 million. The board’s displeasure was 

understandable considering $3 million was 

all voters had approved in the August vote.

At its Oct. 24 meeting, the selectboard 

unanimously approved empowering 

town administrator Dean Bloch and chair 

Jim Faulkner to talk to the two bidding 

companies to see if they could rework those 

bids to bring the cost down.

One of the two companies which bid 

on the project — Farrington Construction 

of Shelburne — proved to be particularly 

amenable to working with the town to see 

what could be done to reduce the cost. 

Farrington’s revised budget for building the 

garage is just shy $2,958,000. 

The other company that submitted a bid, 

Naylor and Breen Builders of Brandon, 

would have charged $25,000 to look for 

ways to bring down its bid down, while 

Farrington didn’t charge anything. That 

fact went a long way toward swaying the 

selectboard for Farrington.
At a board meeting on Nov. 2, 

Farrington’s bid was approved by three 

votes, with Matt Krasnow absent and 

Faulkner abstaining because the motion 

designated that he will handle further 

negotiations with the company if needed.

“We haven’t jeopardized the project by 

any means at all. It’s still very functional. 

We just reduced some of the costs 

associated with it,” Faulkner said.

Some of the largest reductions in cost 

came from switching from metal to 

wood trusses (approximately $300,000), 

excavating changes ($150,000) and 

changing an asphalt apron behind the 

building to gravel (almost $200,000).

Everything was reconsidered and costs 

were cut throughout the plan, said Faulkner.

The switch to wood trusses was a 

cost-based decision. Even with wood, 

the 150x60-foot building will still have 

a clear span, meaning there won’t be any 

supporting posts.
“You could drive around and do figure 

eights in the building if you wanted to,” he 

said.
Having an open area or clear span 

without supporting posts is how most town 

garages are built. The consensus opinion 

Garage cost revised to under $3 million

Scooter MacMillan
Editor

Supporters of proposed land-use 

regulation amendments appear to have done 

a good job of making the case for those 

changes.
Since two articles, intending to spur more 

and denser development in East Charlotte 

Village, were defeated about a year and 

half ago, many comments have been made 

saying the planning commission should 

have done a better job of communicating 

the intended purpose and effect of those 

proposed articles.
One of those most insistent that the 

messaging should have been clearer has 

been former long-time chair of the planning 

commission Peter Joslin, who has not been 

shy about admitting they should have done 

a better job of informing residents.

This time the commission must have done 

better. 
In a change from Town Meeting Day 

voting in March 2021, on Tuesday voters 

approved all six articles amending land-use 

regulations by sizeable margins.

Even the most controversial of these land-

use amendments passed easily. Article 5, 

an amendment increasing the allowed size 

of accessory dwelling units, passed with 

almost 65 percent of the votes cast on this 

issue.
This change will mean the allowed size 

of an accessory dwelling unit will increase 

from 1,000 square feet or 30 percent of the 

square footage of the primary residence, 

whichever is larger, to 1,500 square feet 

or 30 percent of the square footage of 

the primary residence. This means every 

homeowner can build a second dwelling 

of at least 1,500 square feet no matter how 

small their primary dwelling — as long 

as they have sufficient water, sewage and 

property.
Planning commission chair Charlie Pughe 

doesn’t think these amendments will have a 

dramatic impact on Charlotte.

“The increase in the size of the accessory 

dwelling unit will allow some people to 

build a little bit bigger accessory dwelling 

unit than they might have done otherwise, 

but I don’t think it’s going to materially 

change the number of people who are going 

to build an accessory dwelling unit,” Pughe 

said.
Most of the rest of the amendments are 

clarifications of the land-use regulations, he 

said.
There are not that many accessory 

dwelling units in Charlotte now, Pughe said. 

It’s tricky to come up with an exact number, 

but he thinks there are probably around 

50. He doesn’t see that number going up 

significantly.
The change will give homeowners 

more flexibility in utilizing their property. 

Because of the pandemic, more people are 

working from home and need more work 

space. Also, the accessory dwelling unit 

John Quinney
Publisher and President

I’ve lived in Charlotte for 28 years. For 

most of that time, I knew nothing about 

the people who got the local paper to our 

mailbox every couple of weeks.

Now, as president and publisher, I have a 

whole new appreciation for the hard work 

and commitment of the team that produces 

and distributes The Charlotte News, to say 

nothing of the finesse needed to manage our 

constantly updated website and Facebook. 

And don’t forget about our weekly e-news 

blast (sign up at charlottenewsvt.org).

I would like to introduce you to this 

talented team and invite you to donate now 

to keep this community, nonprofit paper 

going strong.
Make your tax-deductible gift on our 

website, charlottenewsvt.org.

Katherine Arthaud
Katherine is a United 

Church of Christ minister, 

currently serving in 
Fairfax. For many years 
she was a guardian ad 
litem in the Chittenden 
Family Court. 

She is an avid player 
of just about all racquet/paddle sports, has 

three dogs, loves Vermont and is part of a 

great book group here in Charlotte. She has 

three grown kids who grew up here. She 

also writes poetry and fiction, and much 

appreciates all who read her column in this 

paper. Katherine is a volunteer proofreader 

for the paper. 

Anna Cyr
Anna has been our 

production manager 
for six years and has 
worked in the newspaper 

business for 30 years. 
She started out in her 

Planning commission: Land-use amendments 

won’t make too dramatic changes in town

This team goes 
the distance. 
Won’t you do 
the same?

see GARAGE page 2

see LAND USE page 3 see TEAM page 3
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Nancy Marconi
Certified Massage Therapist

64 Steeplebush Road
Shelburne

802-985-8984
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MassageWorksVT
Deep Tissue, Hot Stones 
& Swedish Massage

Intro Offer for New Clients

Health

Health

The week-long bait drop is a coopera-
tive effort between Vermont and the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture Wildlife Services 
to stop the spread of the potentially fatal 
disease.

Rabies is a deadly viral disease of the 
brain that infects mammals. It is most often 
seen in raccoons, skunks, foxes, and bats, 
but unvaccinated pets and livestock can also 
get rabies. The virus is spread through the 
bite of an infected animal or contact with its 

RABIES BAIT
continued from page 2

saliva. If left untreated, rabies is almost al-
ways fatal in humans and animals. However, 
treatment with the rabies vaccine is nearly 
100 percent effective when given soon after 
a person is bitten by a rabid animal.

So far this year, 23 animals in Vermont 
have tested positive for rabies, and 14 of 
those have been raccoons.

According to wildlife officials, rabid 
animals often show a change in their nor-
mal behavior, but you cannot tell whether 
an animal has rabies simply by looking at 
it. People should not touch or pick up wild 
animals or strays – even baby animals.

Shelburne Historical Society will have a 
display and president Dorothea Penar will 
lead a cemetery tour at 1 p.m. Food ven-
dors round out the event with everything 
from coffee and lemonade to burgers and 
creemees. Kids will enjoy meeting animals 
from Shelburne Farms, craft projects, and 

SHELBURNE DAY
continued from page 4

face painting. 
Towards the end, the Charlotte-Shel-

burne-Hinesburg Rotary invites folks to 
head to the Little League field next to 
the Fire Station for the annual Rotary 
Golf Ball Drop and a chance to win prizes 
depending on where the numbered balls 
land. Proceeds from ticket sales help fund 
Rotary’s many projects through the year. 

Fall Cleanup & Mulch
Lawn Maintenance 
Landscape Design
Stonework & Planting
Mini Excavation
802-343-4820
www.pleasantvalleyvt.com

Education

Margo Bartsch
College Essay Coach

Mahatma Gandhi inspired many with 
his philosophy, “The best way to find 
yourself is to lose yourself in the service 
of others.” When applying to colleges, 
the Common Application includes 
Community Service as an Activity 
category. This does not require going 
to Belize to pick coffee beans; instead, 
getting involved in our local area shows 
connection to people and place. With the 
kick-off to the holiday season, now is the 
time to volunteer with local organizations 
that make an impact on our community.

The Rotary Club of Charlotte-
Shelburne-Hinseburg has partnered with 
Gadue’s Dry Cleaning to collect, clean 
and distribute winter gear. Donations are 
needed for coats, boots, hats, gloves and 
mittens for children and adults. 

There are blue collection bins at 
Spear’s Corner Store, the Charlotte 
Library, the Hinesburg Library, 
Shelburne Town Hall and the Shelburne 
Field House. Clothing is donated to local 
organizations that have made requests.

Students can take initiative by 
encouraging their sports team, club 
groups or local neighborhood to donate 
winter outerwear. This volunteer activity 
can be a bonding experience and 
become a future club tradition. Helping 
others can be part of the mission of any 
organization.

Another important community 
service opportunity is volunteering 
at local assisted living organizations. 
Each facility will likely have specific 
pandemic protocols to ensure safety 
for the residents. Senior citizens look 
forward to participating in activities with 
students. It provides an uplifting change 
of routine.

Volunteers can arrange with the 
program director a convenient time to 
engage with the residents. Some ideas 
include performing music (piano or 
other instruments), creating art projects, 

doing puzzles and having conversations. 
Showing kindness is a timeless gift to 
others.

For students who have academic 
interests in health care, education and 
psychology, this is a great opportunity 
to learn in a professional environment 
and engage with senior living residents. 
Supporting others in our local community 
can make a big difference in a person’s 
outlook and well-being.

Regardless of the time of year, 
helping our neighbors with basic needs 
is an ongoing concern. The Charlotte 
Food Shelf is a non-profit run entirely 
by volunteers. It provides food and 
assistance to residents of Charlotte and 
North Ferrisburg.

Students can drop off food at the 
Charlotte Congregational Church on 
Church Hill Road. The effort is also 
supported by Our Lady of Mount Carmel 
Catholic Church and the Charlotte 
community.

This organization aids with basic 
needs beyond food donations. It provides 
assistance for adult preventative dental 
care, emergency heating assistance, 
children’s assistance program and 
emergency assistance grants. 

Beyond the Charlotte community, 
students can volunteer to become 
mentors at two Burlington organizations 
that specialize in youth. First, the King 
Street Center looks for Book Buddy 
volunteers to read for 45 minutes and to 
help with homework tutoring elementary, 
middle and high school students. All 
volunteers must be at least 16 years old. 

Also, Spectrum Youth and Family 
Services has the mantra, “They don’t 
need a superhero. They just need a 
friend.” Mentor volunteers must be at 
least 21 years or older. 

Spectrum requires that each mentor 
pass a background check and commit to 
spending four hours a month over two 
to four sessions for a minimum of one 
year. There is eight hours of required 
training to complete in one-to-two-hour 

increments. 
With the college essays, community 

service can be fodder for compelling 
stories that share insights into a student’s 
values and time commitments. For 
example, the University of Michigan 
asks for a 300-word essay to respond to 
the prompt: “Everyone belongs to many 
different communities and/or groups 
defined by (among other things) shared 
geography, religion, ethnicity, income, 
cuisine, interest, race, ideology or 
intellectual heritage. Choose one of the 
communities to which you belong and 
describe that community and your place 
within it.”

Colleges are building communities 
with diverse members with a range 
of interests to engage on campus and 

in the local towns. Volunteering is an 
opportunity to connect with people 
around us. Although it may be difficult to 
do something new for the first time, the 
lessons we learn can help pave the way 
for success in college and beyond. 

Vermont is known as the “Brave Little 
State” from the speech President Calvin 
Coolidge gave in 1928 after a devastating 
flood in 1927. We are famous for helping 
our neighbors. There are many more 
volunteer opportunities to discover. Let’s 
make a difference together!

(Margo Bartsch founded College Essay 
Coach, a full-service college admission 
business, and has been an adjunct 
professor in business at Champlain 
College and at Middlebury College.)

Volunteering is good on application and good experience

Image by Silvia from Pixabay
Now is the time to volunteer with local organizations that make an impact on our 
community.
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Watercolor by Barbara Lane ‘Peony’

 Charlotte artists Barbara Lane and Brenda Myrick are showing their work in a 
rare mother-daughter art exhibit at the Senior Center.
	 Through	May,	Lane	will	be	showing	her	watercolor	paintings	of	florals,	the	
Vermont landscape and Maine. Her daughter Myrick will be showing her semi-
abstracts in oil and acrylic.
 The best days for viewing art at the Senior Center are Tuesdays-Thursdays, 
2:30-4 p.m., or Fridays, 12:30-4 p.m. The center is closed on weekends. Info: 
802-425-6345.

Scooter MacMillan
Editor

 Add another to the list of Champlain Val-
ley School District administrators who are 
leaving for other positions, mostly outside of 
the district.
 And this one hits a bit closer to home.
 Charlotte Central School co-principal 
Stephanie Sumner announced she is moving 
on after the school year.
 Sumner is taking a position with the South 
Burlington School District as a co-assistant 
principal.
 She said two new assistant principal posi-
tions have been created to serve the three ele-
mentary schools in the district, but primarily 
she will be assigned to Rick Marcotte Central 
School working with the kindergarten-sixth 
grade students.
 Although she has worked with older kids, 
she’s been working with younger students for 
seven years as the co-principal at Charlotte 
Elementary School. Sumner is happy to be 
staying with that age.
 Describing the move as more of a “lateral 
move” than a promotion, she said, “There 
are things I’m really happy about and excited 
about. I do love the idea of just working in a 
different configuration that is straight elemen-
tary.”
 Sumner wouldn’t go into details or ac-
knowledge disappointment with the Cham-
plain Valley School District upper adminis-
tration or superintendent Rene Sanchez, but 
she said, “Nobody leaves a position if they’re 
pretty happy in it.”
 She hastened to add that she loves what 
goes on in the Charlotte Central School build-
ing.
 “We have amazing teachers and children 
and families in our Charlotte community. 
This has been a really hard year and my prior-
ities as an educator have always been to work 
in a system where I can have an impact,” 
Sumner said, adding that many of her feelings 
about resigning were expressed very well in 
Shelburne Community School principal Scott 
Sivo’s email to that school’s families an-
nouncing he was leaving to take over as prin-
cipal of Frederick H. Tuggle Middle School 
in South Burlington.
 At least eight administrators are leaving 
their positions with the school district, al-

though Jeanne Jensen chief operating officer 
is moving to a part-time position in the 
Champlain Valley School District. A number 
of emails and public comments at school 
board meeting have criticized school district 
leadership about a “mass exodus” of adminis-
trators.
 Sanchez has said the turnover is in large 
part due to the same forces, primarily the pan-
demic, that has led to the current shortage of 
educators at school systems across the state.
 “The role of a school leader in the current 
educational environment can feel perilous on 
a good day. The ability to be bold and strong, 
in difficult moments, is predicated on trusting 
that you are well supported and fully backed 
by well-established systems of leadership and 
governance,” Sivo said in the email announc-
ing his departure. “While change is always 
difficult, the unprecedented amount of leader-
ship change we have and will face as a school 
district, along with the general uncertainty it 
brings, greatly impacted my decision to seek 
and accept this new opportunity.”

Charlotte Central School 
co-principal leaving

“We have 
amazing 
teachers and 
children and 
families in 
our Charlotte 
community. 
This has 
been a really hard year 
and my priorities as an 
educator have always 
been to work in a 
system where I can 
have an impact. ”

― Stephanie Sumner

Stephanie Sumner

Mother-daughter art show 
at Charlotte Senior Center

Scooter MacMillan
Editor

 A kinder, gentler Charlotte. A closer, 
more confident, friendlier and a more 
helpful Charlotte.
 These are just some of the benefits 
community members advocating for 
Community Heart & Soul see coming 
from that process.
 On Monday, April 25, the selectboard 
joined the planning commission in giving 
at least a thumbs up to considering the 
Community Heart & Soul proposal.
 While the selectboard didn’t pass 
a formal motion like the planning 
commission did, Selectboard Chair Jim 
Faulkner said, “It sounds like such a great 
idea.”
 Commission members Kyra Wegman 
and Bob Bloch spoke to the rest of 
the planning commission the previous 
Thursday, singing the praises of Heart 
& Soul as a community-based way to 
bring the community closer and make the 
community stronger.

 Community Heart & Soul is a 
program developed by Lyman Orton 
and The Vermont Country Store for 
“engaging a community in shaping 
its future,” according to information 
from the Orton Family Foundation 
(communityheartandsoul.org).
 “Developed and field-tested over a 
decade in partnership with over 90 small 
cities and towns across the United States,” 
says the website.
 The first year of the Heart & Soul 
process the cost is $20,000, but Wegman 
and Bloch said Charlotte won’t have to 
pay anything.
 They are confident the Orton Family 
Foundation will give a $10,000 matching 
grant and that the town’s match will come 
from donations.
 The second year the town’s cost goes 
up to $25,000, but Wegman is optimistic 
about getting that without having to ask 
the town for funding.
 “I just want to be clear — the kind 
of support that we’re asking for is more 
emotional than financial,” Wegman said.

 Bloch admitted 
supporters of the program 
might approach the 
selectboard in the second 
year for donations in 
the same way the town 
donates to other nonprofit 
organizations.
 Wegman said 
Community Heart & Soul 
offers a way for people 
to come together and talk 
about their town outside of 
town meetings.
 When Orton, the owner 
of The Vermont Country Store, served 
on his town’s planning commission, he 
grew frustrated that decisions were being 
made that would shape the town’s future 
without any input from the majority of 
the residents, according to the website. 
He created Community Heart & Soul 
as a way to establish a community 
development process that reflects the 
desires of the entire community and 
not just the few that attend planning 

commission meetings.
 “What we’re trying to create is large 
gatherings where these conversations can 
happen,” Wegman said. “We’re wide open 
to input.”
 Former planning commission chair 
Peter Joslin spoke up for the Community 
Heart & Soul program, the goals of which 
are very consistent with his oft-repeated 
position that Charlotte needs to decide 

Town considers a proposal for seeking ‘path’ to itself
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Chea Waters Evans

The beach, a budget, and payroll: with 
the exception of the ever-changing 
Morningside Drive driveway dispute 
(see front page), the Aug. 10 Selectboard 
meeting moved things forward on issues 
big and small.

Recreation
Recreation Director Nicole Conley said 
that over 1,000 permits were sold for the 
Charlotte Beach this summer, and that all 
is going well there. Whiskey Beach—the 
dog beach, as some call it—on Thompson’s 
Point came up with meeting attendees 
Dean Williams and Dick Tonino bringing 
up the dog poop/bacteria in the water issue. 

Conley, or a beach attendant or volunteer, 
tests both beaches regularly for e. coli 
bacteria and cyanobacteria in the water. If 
there’s an elevated presence of either, the 
beach must close. Tonino pointed out that 
a recent incident involved a high level of 

bacteria from a Friday test, but the results 
came back in time to close the beach on 
Saturday and Sunday, when the water was 
actually back to normal again.

Recreation Commissioner Bill Fraser-
Harris offered to come help clean up any 
feces left by errant dog owners; though 
there are disposal bags and a trash can at 
the entrance to the beach, dog poop is still 
frequently left behind and can alter the 
cleanliness of the water.

CVFRS budget
Charlotte Volunteer Fire and Rescue 
Services Corporate Board President Tom 
Cosinuke presented a wrap-up of the 
FY2019-20 budget. “It was a pretty good 
year from a revenue standpoint,” he said, 
despite the fact that they ended up slightly 
over budget. “It’s important to note that 
this report reflects the 25k pandemic 
concession as part of the overall town effort 
to reduce expenses,” he said. He also noted 
that in addition to the town-wide effort to 

reduce expenses, the unexpected expense 
of hazard pay for EMS workers during the 
initial days of the coronavirus pandemic 
was something CVFRS “couldn’t have 
anticipated.”

Business Operations Manager Patrice 
Machavern also pointed out that over 
$16,000 of COVID-19-response supplies 
such as personal protective equipment and 
disinfectant were part of the overage, but 
that they are anticipating a portion of that 
to be recouped through FEMA funds.

Selectboard Chair Matt Krasnow said he 
thinks it would be prudent to account for 
coronavirus expenses in the budget moving 
forward. “I’d recommend that CVFRS 
present this line item as something that 
might stay and propose an expense for the 
town to appropriate annually.” Though it 
was unexpected this year, he said, it will 
“not be a surprise for FY21 and it would be 
wise to plan for it.”

Selectboard makes some decisions, looks ahead
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Chea Waters Evans
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A highway access permit application is a 
routine step for property owners who want 
to build a driveway. In the case of one such 
permit application this summer, filed by 
Megan Browning and Will Bown, there have 
been more than your usual number of snafus, 
lawyers attending Selectboard meetings, a 
Vermont Supreme Court decision is in the mix, 
and the Selectboard has dedicated hours to the 
matter. And it’s not over yet.

HAP 20-03 was filed by Browning and Bown 
on June 4 to access their five-acre property on 
Spear Street via Morningside Drive, which 
they purchased in January of this year. Along 
with the application and a site plan, town 
records show Road Commissioner Jr Lewis’ 
notes that accompanied the application: “Trees 
to the west should be cut for site distance 1 
boxelder and 1 clump basswood trees include 
cutting brush.” Also, in the section for culvert 
requirements, he described Morningside Drive 
as “town class 3.”

Fast forward two months, two official site 
visits and several Selectboard meetings later, 
and this HAP, though it was actually approved 
at last week’s Aug. 10 Selectboard meeting, 
has stirred up a controversy that doesn’t seem 
to be going away any time soon.

Bown and Browning’s property abuts 
Morningside Cemetery, a nonprofit, privately 
owned burial ground that is an active cemetery 
and is one of the oldest still-operating 

cemeteries in the state. It is maintained 
by a board, the Morningside Cemetery 
Association, made up of Charlotte residents 
Nancy Richardson (who reports on education 
for this newspaper), John Quinney (who 
is on the board of this newspaper), Sheila 
Burleigh, Cyndy Marshall and Janice Garen. 
Richardson’s husband, Peter Richardson, is an 
advisor to the board.

Nancy Richardson said in the Aug. 10 
Selectboard meeting that before the initial 
permit hearing, she encountered Bown’s 
father, Eric Bown. He was removing trees; 
some of those trees, she said, were on the 

cemetery’s property. 
In last week’s Selectboard meeting, she 
alleged that Eric Bown told her that Lewis 
and Town Administrator Dean Bloch told him 
that he could go ahead and start tree removal. 
Regarding himself and Browning, Will Bown 
said in an email to The Charlotte News,“We 
take full responsibility for the removal of these 
trees. Also, there was no one in the town that 
allowed us to start without the appropriate 
approvals, that was entirely our mistake.” He 
also said that the trees were not on cemetery 
property. 

Dispute over Morningside Drive access 
permit grows more complicated  

Chea Waters Evans

Have you heard the rumors? People from 
California are buying houses over FaceTime! 
New Yorkers want to get away from another 
winter on lockdown—they’re buying places 
cash, sight unseen, for over asking price! 
Charlotte is the new Boston! There are no 
houses to buy in town because everything is 
going in a week with multiple offers! Are the 
rumors true? Three grande dames of selling 
houses in Charlotte gave their opinions on 
the state of real estate in these wild and 
unprecedented times.

First of all, the rumors are sort of true. “I sold 
four houses via FaceTime,” Kathy O’Brien 
said. She and her son, Patrick O’Connell, are a 
team at Four Seasons Sotheby’s International 
Realty. “It took confidence with the buyers,” 
she said, noting that she had met them 
previously, so that once she “talked them off 
the ledge,” the mobile phone showings went 
well and all were happy when they arrived.

“There’s something to be said for making up 
for lost time this spring,” Dottie Waller, who 
is with Four Seasons Sotheby’s as well, said. 
Between July to July a year ago versus this 
year, the numbers are pretty much the same…
but there’s certainly a lot more interest in 
buying. There are fewer properties for sale, 

Charlotte real 
estate: it’s all 
about timing

Nancy Richardson
CONTRIBUTOR

When Champlain Valley School District 
opens its schools on September 8 it will 
be among the very few districts in the 
country that will open with the low level of 
community spread necessary for success. 
At Monday night’s CVSD school board 
meeting, Superintendent Elaine Pinckney 
moved down the list of essential elements 
for a successful school reopening: low level 
of virus in the community; the ability to 
social distance at six feet; stable staffing; 
school grouping matching thousands of 
students with appropriate teachers; complying 
with Health Department and Agency of 
Education guidance; and effective contact 
tracing and reactive measures for positive 
cases.  Although last week Governor Phil 
Scott altered social distancing guidelines for 

Designing a 
successful school 
reopening in a 
short time

The Morningside Cemetery and Morningside Drive are the focal point of a permitting issue that 
the Selectboard has been discussing all summer. Photo by Chea Waters Evans


